Author Correction: Lipid management in patients with chronic kidney disease.
In the acknowledgements section of this article as originally published, information on the authors' roles as EURECAm members is missing. The correct acknowledgement is as follows: "This Review was planned as part of the activity of the European Renal and Cardiovascular Medicine working (EURECAm) group and all authors are EURECAm members. A.O.'s work was supported by Spanish Government ISCIII FEDER funds (PI16/02057, ISCIII-RETIC REDinREN RD16/0009) and Community of Madrid (B2017/BMD-3686 CIFRA2-CM). P.R.'s work is supported by a public grant overseen by the French National Research Agency (ANR) as part of the second "Investissements d'Avenir" program FIGHT-HF (reference: ANR-15-RHU-0004) and by the French PIA project "Lorraine Université d'Excellence", reference ANR-15-IDEX-04-LUE." The omission has been corrected in the PDF and HTML versions of the article.